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PERKINELMER LAB IT – SCIENTIFIC 
DATA SERVICES
Scientific Research and Development (R & D) is 
increasingly data driven, requiring a robust informatics 
architecture and the technology experts to enable scientists 
to make the right decisions. With the accelerating pace of 
science there is no room for progress to be slowed by 
inefficient informatics solutions and inadequate services. 
Additionally, pressure is on R & D leaders to minimize 
operational costs and maximize efficiency. These trends 
require a shift from traditional investments in costly-to-
maintain, custom-built informatics solutions that often 
provide no real competitive advantage. The need for 
reliable data constructs is more pronounced given today’s 
requirement to share data globally both within internal 
research teams and across collaborative academic 
institutions, biotechnology partners and contract research 
organizations. Companies engaged in R & D require a
Lab IT partner with experience in scientific data 
technologies for accessing expertise to evaluate solutions, 
designing next generation tools and delivering the right 
results from the ever increasing amount of data. 
PerkinElmer Scientific Data Services are staffed with 
information technology experts fluent in the sciences and 
can help maximize the productivity of your investment.

In today’s challenging business environment, optimizing 
scientific productivity is the key to successful and 
sustainable growth. PerkinElmer’s Lab Information 
Technology (IT), an integral offering of our OneSource® 
Laboratory Services, offer a number of solutions to help 
labs optimize their scientific productivity through the 
effective implementation and use of information 
technology. Lab IT solutions include Scientific 
Application Services, Scientific Data Services, Computer 
Systems Validation Services and Lab Computing 
Services. These service solutions are designed to deliver 
scientific and technical expertise with defined project 
management and information technology process 
methodologies.  By employing these services, your 
scientific IT requirements can be implemented and 
executed to deliver predictable and measurable outcomes, 
regardless of computer hardware, application software or 
instrument technology vendor. 

WHAT SCIENTIFIC DATA CHALLENGES 
EXIST TODAY?
Overwhelming Data 

Many areas of research now produce gigabytes (GB) to 
terabytes (TB) of data daily. Establishing a process to 
extract key insights from this data is essential in 
maximizing the value from research efforts. 

Inconsistent Information

A lack of institutional standards results in inconsistent 
nomenclature and units across different data sources. The 
absence of an institutional dictionary or ontology limits the 
ability to share and consolidate information. Scientists 
waste valuable time manually validating their datasets. 

Redundant Solutions

Scientists employing multiple, disparate solutions or 
maintaining manual records put research programs at risk. 
Instances of duplicate information can plague data 
consolidation or query efforts, and transcription errors can 
lead to significant expense, lost time, and wasted efforts.

Dissociated Metadata

Results without context can lead to misinterpretation and 
poor decisions. Therefore, scientists need to fully 
understand all the associated information and the 
experimental metadata is often as valuable as the final 
result. In the absence of full context, scientists run the risk 
of making important decisions without the full 
understanding of the result.

Scientific Culture 

The sharing of information across groups is often 
deprioritized relative to individual projects. By taking 
advantage of enterprise databases and warehouses, barriers 
to accessing data beyond the project walls can be removed.  
Scientists are empowered to make decisions with all of the 
complete and available knowledge, minimizing or 
eliminating the risk of potential program failure.

Expertise 

The data-centric world of R & D requires experts in the 
ever-changing information technology landscape. Social 
media and cloud computing are evolving the laboratory 
such that projects require unique talent at different stages. 
Accessing this expertise on demand is essential, while 
sustaining it in house can be both difficult and inefficient.



WHAT IS ONESOURCE SCIENTIFIC
DATA SERVICES?
Our Scientific Data Services allow you to maximize your 
research investment by leveraging the informatics expertise 
where and when you need it most.

Our experts will provide you with a complete informatics 
solution review, master data management schemes, data 
analytics and computational chemistry.

Informatics Solution Review 

• Map the strategic scientific data challenges facing an 
organization today and for the future

• Identify existing gaps, user requirements and 
define workflows

• Develop a laboratory and/or enterprise plan to stay 
ahead of informatics demands

• Document an architectural design for effective data 
access, query, analysis and reporting

Master Data Management

• Design and deliver a knowledge management solution 
to administer information across data networks, file 
systems, data warehouse, or operational data stores

• Provide functionality that supports collaborative data 
mining, analysis, virtualization, federation or visualization

• Consider the value in implementing a virtual master data 
management system, which abstracts disparate data 
sources and a persistent metadata server to implement 
a multi-level, organizational hierarchy available through 
a single interface

Data Analytics 

• Engage a service-level based model to provide the 
necessary expertise for the data mining, analysis 
and reporting of information to specific scientific
data challenges

• Gain from our consultants' years of scientific experience 
across a broad range of laboratories

• Control your investment by contracting for short or long 
term projects 

Computational Chemistry

• Expedite project initiation and validation with virtual 
screening, pharmacophore searches, protein modeling /
docking, quantitative structure-activity relationship, and 
ADME Property Prediction

• Direct combinatorial chemistry and structure-based 
design through CADD, quantum chemistry based 
thermodynamics, and kinetic and spectroscopic 
parameter determinations

BENEFITS
PerkinElmer’s Scientific Data Services are an integral part 
of our OneSource Lab IT portfolio. It extends our ability to 
enable laboratories to concentrate on science. Benefits of 
PerkinElmer’s Lab IT offerings include:

• Established alliance relationships with technology leaders 

• Reliable global delivery through program and project 
management capabilities 

• Complete system lifecycle capabilities 

• Technology and life science domain expertise 

• Regulatory and compliance knowledge 

• Global, cost-effective reach with onsite, onshore, 
near-shore and offshore delivery options
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To learn more about Lab IT and additional services available from OneSource Laboratory Services, please www.
perkinelmer.com/labIT or contact your PerkinElmer OneSource Representative. 

OneSource is the Only One You Need

From Lab IT to qualification, calibration and laboratory relocation, we’re the only source – 
the ONE source – you need to help optimize your operations and cost-effectively manage 
laboratory assets throughout their entire lifecycle. 

We pride ourselves on offering a complete portfolio of laboratory services. So, no matter 
what the name on the front of an instrument and no matter what the technology inside, 
we have the knowledge and expertise to take care of it. 

OneSource Services

•  Scientific Application and Data Services 
•  Computer Systems Validation  
•  Laboratory Computing Services  
•  Business Intelligence 
•  Chromatography Data Systems Services 
•  Instrument Service and Repair 
•  Qualification and Validation 
•  Analytical Method Services 
•  Asset Procurement & Disposition 
•  Laboratory Relocation


